
Writing English Papers 
 
The Critical Essay 
 
Paper topics 
 
What’s in an introduction? 
 
Close reading comes first. 
 
Then, locate a thesis / argument 
 
Titles – strong and weak 
 
Incorporating quotes – Don’t hit and run! 
 
Conclusions 
 
Citations (MLA or Chicago style) 
 
Formatting & Proofreading  
 
Roland Barthes, “The Death of the Author” 
  



Paper Topics 
 
The best way to come up with paper topics is to work with what you have. Which passage lead you 
to the best close readings? Can you muster up three of them? (You must!) 
 
 
The Unifying Thread 
 
Now look at your three passages and the analyses you’ve brainstormed and try to find a unifying 
thread between them all.  Do they all work towards a certain theme? Are they all about the same 
character? Or do they all show the same trait? Or do they each use a similar kind of imagery or 
literary device? Here are some suggestions and examples: 
  
• All 3 of my close readings have to do with imagery of light and dark or colors.  
• My 3 close readings show how a particular character changed over time (beginning, middle, 

end; e.g. Lizzie at the beginning, middle, and end of the poem). 
• All 3 close readings deal with the same trait (jealousy) but they each focus on a different 

character: Hamlet, Ophelia, Claudius 
• All 3 of my close readings are of similes, but in each one, the metaphors are performing a 

different kind of work. (The similes compare life and death but by using different specific 
objects). 

• I’m just analyzing the appearance of a theme that is very strongly present in the novel and each 
of these passages is extremely important in developing that theme (e.g. the moon, or the role of 
acting).  



 
Same but different 
 
If you are a tracing a common theme or a common literary device, make sure that each close reading 
you analyze does something different so that each of the analyses in your body paragraphs don’t just 
keep parroting the same point over and over. 
 
For example, a weak essay would have 3 different examples but 3 extremely similar body 
paragraphs.  (#1: Christina Rossetti uses simile here.  #2: Christina Rossetti uses simile again. #3 
Look! I found a third simile that Christina Rossetti used). The only thesis you could muster up from 
this is that “Christina Rossetti used many similes,” a very weak thesis. 
 
As an exercise, we will now go through each of the previous examples of paper topics and create a 
fake outline and fake thesis for each, but these will be plans for excellent A+ essays. 
 
• All 3 of my close readings have to do with imagery of light and dark or colors.  
• My 3 close readings show how a particular character changed over time (beginning, middle, 

end; e.g. Lizzie at the beginning, middle, and end of the poem). 
• All 3 close readings deal with the same trait (jealousy) but they each focus on a different 

character: Hamlet, Ophelia, Claudius 
• All 3 of my close readings are of similes, but in each one, the metaphors are performing a 

different kind of work. (The similes compare life and death but by using different specific 
objects). 



• I’m just analyzing the appearance of a theme that is very strongly present in the novel and each 
of these passages are extremely important in developing that theme (e.g. the moon, or the role 
of acting).  

 
When you’re stuck on how to choose your passages or formulate your thesis, try the following: 
 
• Avoid the obvious. (If you have nothing novel to say about Hamlet, don’t fall into the trap of 

writing about him! 
• Consider minor characters in the play. Who doesn’t get to speak much? Can we still learn 

about these characters from their actions or from the way others speak about them? (Think 
Jeanie!) 

• Consider the role of women in a male-dominated work, or consider the role of men in a 
female-dominated work. 

• Consider the role of servants or working-class characters. 
• Who is the antagonist? We often focus on the heroes and forget about the bad guys. Do they 

have more depth to the character than you might expect? 
• Compare two characters but focusing on one trait. (This is a little tricker, because of your three 

body paragraphs, you might have to split up your examples as 1 + 2 or 2 + 1).  
• The Arts! Look for examples of reading, writing, singing, acting, or performing.  Authors love 

to be “meta-” and self-reflective. Texts often include a play within a play, a song within a song, 
or a poem within a poem. Always be on the lookout for writers or singers in a text. Look out 
also for crossovers across the arts. A poem about singing (e.g. jazz poetry) is interesting, for 
example, since poetry comes from the lyric tradition. 



• References: Does the author consistently allude to another work throughout the text? Explore 
this relationship fully by focusing on three examples. You could write about the instances 
when Milton quotes (or misquotes/reworks) the Bible, for example. 

 
 
You be the teacher for the day. Can you think of paper topics that you could assign to a high school 
student? Is the topic specific enough so that the student wouldn’t just be generalizing for 3 pages 
without picking up his or her book? Is it broad enough to fuel 3 body paragraphs worth of close 
reading and analysis? 
 
Practice coming up with 3 paper topic prompts right now, using the texts we have read so far in 
class. 
 
Below are some of mine: 
 
 
303 Paper Topics: Romanticism 
Papers are due Wednesday, November 19 in hard copy. 
 
Your essay should be centered around close reading, and your thesis should be built around your observations on 3 passages (of 
poetry, prose or drama).  
 

1. Compare Romantic representations of childhood in two or three works. How does a child’s relationship with nature differ from 
that of an adult’s? Is a child more naturally “poetic” than an adult? Why or why not? You may wish to look at Blake’s Songs of 
Innocence and Experience, Shelley’s  “In Defence of Poetry,” Wordsworth’s Prelude, Coleridge’s “Frost at Midnight,” or 
Wordsworth’s “Lucy Poems.” 

 



2. Compare two to three passages that demonstrate a speaker’s experience with the sublime, particularly in passages set in the 
mountains or storms in nature. You may choose to look at Wordsworth’s Crossing of the Alps passage, Coleridge’s Rime of the 
Ancient Mariner, Shelley’s “Mont Blanc,” DeQuincey’s essay on Macbeth, or Byron’s Manfred and Don Juan. 

 
3. Compare two to three works by different authors that share gothic or supernatural elements. How does each author use the 

supernatural to a different effect? You may wish to discuss differences between fancy and imagination as Coleridge explains it; 
which poems would you consider just fanciful, as opposed to imaginative? Why? Use passages from Coleridge’s Biographia 
Literaria to shed light on your readings of individual poems. 

 
4. Close reading passages from Manfred and Don Juan, show how the dark, Byronic hero and the light-hearted mock-hero are 

perhaps not so different from one another. You may choose to discuss differences in the verse form and genre to bolster your 
argument. 

 
5. Use close reading to show the relationship between a poem from Blake’s Songs of Innocence to its companion poem in Songs 

of Experience. You may use passages from The Marriage of Heaven and Hell and also draw on Blake’s engraved plates to help 
you articulate how the poems are related. For example, read “Infant Joy” alongside “Infant Sorrow,” read “The Lamb” 
alongside “The Tyger,” or compare the two “Nurse’s Song[s].” Would you describe these poems as companion poems? As 
contraries? Or something more complex? Please attach a copy of the accompanying image to your paper if you are using one. 

 
6. Consider the representation of two or more female speakers or characters in any poems, plays or essays we have read. What do 

you notice about the way they are represented? Is she given a major speaking role, or is she mute? Is she portrayed as a rational 
thinker, or an emotional creature? You may find it particularly interesting to compare female representations as they are 
portrayed by male versus female writers. 

 
7. Choose a passage from Keats’ letters and show where you see his theories (the Chambers of Human Life; Chameleon Poet; 

Negative Capability) applied in any of the poems on our syllabus. 
 

8. Choose a poetic form to focus on and close read two poems by different authors. For example, compare a sonnet by Charlotte 
Smith to a sonnet by Wordsworth; compare any two odes by Wordsworth, Coleridge or Keats; compare conversation poems by 
Wordsworth and Coleridge; or compare the ballads of Wordsworth, Coleridge and Hemans. What commonalities or 
differences are notable? This will be a comparison essay based on close reading. 

 



9. Explore the metaphors that different Romantic poets use to explain the role of the poet, including the Eolian Harp and the 
nightingale. What makes a poet? What is the poet’s role in nature and society? Use prose poetic tracts and show their 
application in individual poems. Look at Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley and/or Keats in particular. 

 
10. A topic of your choice, proposed succinctly to me in office hours or via e-mail. 

 

 
  



What’s in a title? 
 
Coming up with your title is usually the last step of the process, but you can already tell from the 
title of paper if the writer has a good sense of their thesis, and whether their thesis is too broad or just 
specific enough. 
 
Titles that are too broad: 
 
L 
Undesirable: a title that sounds like the paper could be submitted for any course at all 
“Women” 
“Female Representation in Poetry” 
 
K 
Slightly better: 
“Child Poets: 
“The Similarities of Lord Byron and Percy Shelley’s Works of Literature”  
Comparison between Modernist Sonnets 
 
J 
Desirable: a title that gives you a sense of argument, key terms, and authors/texts being dealt with: 
 
“Skin Color in Slavery Texts by Olaudah Equiano, William Cowper and Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning” 



 
 
Incorporating quotes 
See the attached handouts 
 
 
Citing poems 
Line breaks 
Use (/) 
Using … and [] 
 
Block quoting: don’t just center the poem 
Preserve line breaks when block quoting poems 
 
  



Conclusions 
 
Often, when you get to the end of your paper and bang out your conclusion, this is the moment when 
you actually crystallize your thesis and understand what writing the paper was all about. By this 
time, after 3-5 pages of hard work, you actually have the key terms and phrases under your belt,a nd 
the concepts are solidified in your mind.  
 
Go back to your introduction and consider swapping it out or combining your paragraphs. 80% of 
the time, that “conclusion paragraph” you just wrote is a great introduction. 
 
So, what is left for the conclusion itself? 
 
Revisit key terms; strengthen your introduction; open up to further questions 
• Solidify your essay but briefly and in the most provocative way possible. 
• SO what? Do your observations help change our reading of the whole text (in general) or 

change our understanding of the character or author’s style more broadly? 
• Expand outwards, rather than shutting the door. 
• Use your key words to come up with a great title. 
• Revisit how meanings of certain terms or how concepts have changed from the beginning of 

your essay to the end. Don’t be afraid to be explicit. (“At the beginning of this essay,” etc.) 
• Ending with a great quote doesn’t hurt either!  
• Referring to your title is also a favorite move of mine. 
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Proofreading Checklist 
 
• Check the dimensions of your paper. Is it the right size and shape? Do you see 3 chunks of 

quoted passages? Do you see yourself listing literary device? (Circle them to prove it to 
yourself!) 

• Don’t capitalize random words. Literary devices don’t need to be capitalized. 
• Is your style too casual? Make sure you aren’t using a lotta contractions or other colloquial 

lingo. 
• Check the spelling of the author’s name and title every time it appears. No sloppy mistakes!  
• Check the punctuation around your citations 
• Read the whole paper OUT LOUD. 
• Check the grammar of each sentence. Does it have a verb?? For those who have a lot of trouble 

with grammar, try reading the paper backwards sentence by sentence. 
• Font and formatting! Times New Roman, 12 pt font.  Double-spaced (except for long block 

quotes). 


